Comanche Landing Gear Retraction System.
Main Landing Gear Push-Pull Cables.
PREFACE AND COMMENTARY
First allow me to thank you for purchasing this manual. Also I thank the
installer[s] for taking the time to read and understand this manual which will
benefit the installation with multiple time savings; that’s why you bought it. I
guarantee this manual will save you time, frustration, and will lead you down the
right path; unlike the Comanche Service Manuals’ R&R procedure. If you don’t read
this manual in its entirety then you are shorting yourself. Be patient, it looks like a
lot of stuff; you’ll see it isn’t so bad after all is done. With previous experience
this is a 2-day procedure if you are prepared; otherwise a steeper learning curve.
I make reference to sections in the Single and Twin Piper Comanche Service
Manuals; singles [used mostly as reference in these instructions] see section 6,
and twins see section 7. Some of these notes differ with the manual for your
aircraft type, these come from experience. The Comanche Service manuals are too
vague; this manual leads you through the finer points. After you have performed an
installation if you go back and read the SM procedure you may likewise judge it
cumbersome; in some areas it just doesn’t make sense to do it the way the SM
outlines. This manual offers a far better and more detailed method; however it
does not offer specifications differing from the service manuals.
The following highlight convention is used in this manual to illustrate a time-saver
hint. Use your [supplied] Comanche Gear high-light pen to mark any areas you like
for reference which will also make this effort easier for you.

INITIAL CONSIDERATIONS
 Removing the door holder and extending the door forward [this works for
the singles only] makes the job just a bit easier because you will be using
the right wing as a “depository” for tools, parts, and this reference; with
the door out of the way things are just more efficient. Don’t let the door
retainer scratch the paint. Keep the area around the right wing tip clear; you
will be making many trips walking around the right wing.
 Remove the front seats, inboard seat belts, carpet, and inboard seat tracks
[remove all 4 seat tracks if they are on top of the carpet]. The rear benchtype seat should either be removed or moved into the baggage area.
 Models with individual rear seats; they will need to be removed. The pans
below the seats need to be removed also. Removing these pans can be a bit of
a challenge if all the securing screws are still installed [as they should
be]; some will be hidden by the side panels at the outboard edges. There are
sharp corners in the seat bracing aft of the main spar [individual seat
models]; trim and file these corners to avoid bleeding – photo page 23.
 The center floor panels need to be removed from the wheel well back to the
spar; the spar kick-plate and the left and right side floor panels stay in
place. A good idea here is to anticipate a couple things. These floor panels
weren’t designed to be used as a dance floor; you can damage the thin
panels and possibly their supports. Cut a thin [1/4” maximum] appropriatelysized plywood panel and use to protect the flooring, and get something
padding too, you will be on your knees a lot. When you step into the
airplane, aim for the plywood panel or adequate support structure – photo
page 23. Make holes for the fuel selector[s] and the seat belt anchors.
 After the interior removal phase has been completed, place the airplane on
jacks as outlined in the Comanche service manual section appropriate for
your type; do not fail to tie the tail to an adequate weight. Raise the
airplane enough to clear the tires by about 2”; this makes enough clearance
underneath to maneuver in the wheel wells [maybe a bit more for a really
tall technician]. Don’t tie the tail so short as to make a too nose-high
attitude.
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